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EJERCICIO 35: SIMPLE PRESENT OR PRESENT CONTINUOUS?
Use the verbs in simple present or present continuous:
1. Dorothy _LOVE_ to read a good novel on holiday.
Dorothy ________ to read a good novel on holiday.
2. My brother _TOUR_ Italy even as I speak.
My brother ________ Italy even as I speak.
3. Tom _ASK_ the strangest questions in class.
Tom ________ the strangest questions in class.
4. Dad, I _TAKE_ ten pounds out of your wallet.
Dad, I ________ ten pounds out of your wallet.
5. My mother _GIVE_ a party for her friends once a year.
My mother ________ a party for her friends once a year.
6. Such behaviour _MAKE_ me furious.
Such behaviour ________ me furious.
7. He usually _GO_ out on a Saturday night.
He usually ________ out on a Saturday night.
8. She _DEPART_ by train from Liverpool today.
She ________ by train from Liverpool today.
9. They _HAVE_ a game of cards now.
They ________ a game of cards now.
10. What you _BAKE_, Mom?
What you ________, Mom?
11. Songs which are not popular_NOT SELL_ very well.
Songs which are not popular________ very well.
12. A drug addict _TAKE_ drugs.
A drug addict ________ drugs.
13. I _WEAR_ a hat today because it’s a special occasion.
I ________ a hat today because it’s a special occasion.
14. Do you _BELONG_ to the club?
Do you ________ to the club?
15. The car _LEAK_ oil. Can you fix it?
The car ________ oil. Can you fix it?
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EJERCICIO 35: SOLUCIÓN
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Loves
is touring
asks
am taking
gives
makes
goes
is departing
are having
are you baking
don’t sell
takes
am wearing
belong
is leaking

